Status Quo
RISK MANAGEMENT PLAYBOOK

STATUS QUO RISK is the risk of external market shifts
rendering historical strategies, business models and
operations unable to grow, or even maintain revenues and
profits. Organizations rarely fall into problems because they
stop being good at their key success factors. Rather external
markets shift, reducing the value of those key success
factors. Doing more of the same will not improve results.

SOMEONE ELSE WILL DO IT FOR YOU.

WH ER E WI LL YOU B E WH EN
YOU R M AR KET SH I FTS?

High performance management teams excel at creating
and operating the business model, but by definition are not
positioned to challenge the business core or foundational
success formula. As with other forms of risk, they are
often too deeply involved in managing critical day-to-day
activities to fully see and address future market shifts.
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Status Quo

IF YOU DON’T PREPARE FOR
YOUR FUTURE AND CHANGE THE GAME,

Long-range planning systems are designed to plan based
on history more than future scenarios. They are not
designed to identify trends or market issues as actual risks,
similar to compliance, safety or legal risks.

ADDRESS THE RISK
BY LEARNING AND
EXPERIMENTING

Implementing a Status Quo Risk Management Program
with a third-party can help organizations avoid these pitfalls,
prepare for the future and adapt to significant market shifts.

ASSESS

IDENTIFY AND ASSESS YOUR STATUS QUO RISK

• Identify current and future trends and market shifts
affecting your business
• Pinpoint telltale signs of market shifts that may create
opportunities or catastrophies
• Specify historical lock-ins or “sacred cows” subject to
the greatest risk of revenue or profit failure

DID NEWSPAPERS EVER FULLY UNDERSTAND
THE RISK OF ON-LINE CLASSIFIED OR KEYWORD
ADVERTISING TO THEIR BUSINESS MODEL? today
THE BASTIONS OF NATIONAL JOURNALISM ARE
REELING FROM THE BRINK OF BANKRUPTCY, OR HAVE
BEEN RESCUED BY NON-NEWSPAPER OWNERS.
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PRESSURE TEST

PRESSURE TEST YOUR PLANS FOR VULNERABILITY TO STATUS QUO RISK

•
•
•
•

Identify future scenarios in which Status Quo Risk is magnified
Identify speed with which scenarios are developing and isolate triggers for impact on business results
Estimate future impact from “worst case” scenarios (revenue, profits, employee base, brand, supply chain, and other)
Provide objective, external Status Quo Risk critique and pressure testing of the in-house team’s long range plan and assumptions

Pressure test planS to the breaking point
so you know what the consequences will be

Status Quo Risk impacts are always

All plans are based on assumptions about the future.
Too often, those assumptions are for the future to closely
reflect the past. External risks that may obsolete best
practices are difficult to identify, assess or incorporate into
long-range plans. Pressure testing plans to identify how, or
when, there could be a large (even catastrophic) impact is
counter to most management team dynamics.
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ADAPT

ADAPT THE PLANNING PROCESS TO PREPARE
FOR STATUS QUO RISK

• Make trend analysis and scenario planning a robust
part of future plans
• Maintain a regular and sustained process to constantly
identify new trends and new scenarios
• Implement a process to identify and track core and
fringe competitors
• Implement a Board reporting process and discussion
format for overviewing important trends and
new scenarios, as well as monitoring Status Quo
Risk triggers and anticipated impact on revenues,
operations and profitability
Historical long-range planning processes must be
modified to utilize trend analysis to use forward-looking
scenario planning to drive expectations. Competitive
analysis must evaluate not just the usual or biggest
competitors, but equally important innovators in the
shadows that will stun leaders and change the game.

bigger and faster than expected. The
rapid development of smart phone apps
came five years faster than anticipated
and eliminated profits for historical
category leaders.
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ADDRESS

ADDRESS THE RISK BY LEARNING
AND EXPERIMENTING

• Implement teams focused on staying ahead of
or addressing Status Quo Risk factors
• By participating rather than spectating, access primary
market information on market shifts
• Feedback primary market information on trends and
future scenarios to the planning process
• Report on primary market information related to shifts
to the Board for discussion
• Give teams the room and resources to learn and
experiment with new business models
• Continue and sustain the process

Participate, don’t spectate, so that you
have direct perspective and primary insight
to market shifts. this line of sight gives
you the ability to see and dramatically
reduce Status Quo Risk. Virgin has created

Unseen trends can turn competitors into

more than 40 successful businesses in t wo-

game-changing market disrupters. MP3 music

decades with a low risk process of rapid

providers killed profits in CD-based music

experimentation.

companies. flat-rate mobile plans put long
distance phone companies out of business.

For a Status Quo Risk Assessment, or to put in place a Status Quo Risk Management
Program, contact Adam Hartung at adam@sparkpartners.com or 847-726-8465.

